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Abstract

We introduce a generalization of the relativistic eikonal amplitude
.'riginarilly developed to describe elastic scattering between structure-
less particles. The coherent and incoherent proton-nucleus scattering
processes are analysed and closed form expressions for elastic and in-
elastic amplitudes are derived. In particular, for incoherent case, an
energy conserving version of Glauber's theory is obtained.



1 Introduction

Relativistic eikonal approximation (REA) is a subject that has been largely
explored during the last yean. Levy and Sucher [1] for instance, studied
the Feynman amplitude, Af («,<), involving two spinless elementary particles
interacting via the exchange of an arbitrary number of scalar mesons. They
showed that if AfB (•»,<) (i.e. the contribution to M(a,t) arising from all n"1

order Feynman diagrams in which exactly n mesons are exchanged between
the world lines of the elementary particles) is written in an appropriately way,
the resulting expression for the amplitude may be carried out in a closed form
in the context of REA. Islam [2] extended such problem using nuc!?ons as
external particles and massive neutral vector mesons as exchanged particles
and Woloshin and Jackson (3) constructed an one-boson exchange modes for
nucleon-nucleon interaction with strong form factors derived from REA.

Recently, the search for the quark-gluon plasma has enormously increased
both theoretical and experimental work with ultra relativistic heavy ion
beams. Although up to now no clear signature of the phase transition has
emerged from the data, very interesting physics is obtained from the periph-
erical collisions. The intense fields can provide nuclear structure information
as, e.g., the average Fermi momentum on the nuclear surface, or as predicted
by Feshbach, information about short range correlation [4], also on long range
correlation with the very pronounced excitation of giant resonances. All these
processes involve small momentum transfers which is very exciting from the
theoretical point of view, since in this case it should be possible to inves-
tigate the intsrplay between quantum and relativistic kinematical effects in
extended objects. One important matter in this context is the formulation of
a covariant theory to treat both, coherent and incoherent inelastic scattering.
This is the purpose of the present work. We set up a generalization of the
REA, developed to describe the elastic scattering between structureless par-
ticles. We focus on a proton-nucleus reaction, where the nucleus is treated
as an extended object and can suffer coherent or incoherent excitations. In
what follows, we show that the technical scheme adopted in ref.[l] can be
appropriately adopted to both situations, yielding analytical closed form ex
pressiona for the inelastic scattering amplitude. In the case of incoherent
scattering, an energy conserving version of Glauber's theory is obtained.

The incident projectile will be seen as a Dirac particle which interacts
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with a target nucleus via exchange of an arbitrary number of massive neutral
vector and scalar mesons. Such choke, actually, is associated to the fact that
there is strong indications that the physical background of the meson theory
reduced to a scalar and massive vector fields does not constitute any severe
limitation since the nuclear matter properties as well as the general features
concerning to the nucleon-nucleus optical potential are satisfactory described
with a short repulsive and medium attractive two body interaction.

To derive the eikonal Feynman amplitude we assume that our system
involves only small momentum transfers, so that quadratic terms in the in-
ternal momenta can be dropped out from the propagators. In words, this
is the covariant analog of the usual approximation employed in the regular
potential scattering procedure [5]. For the nuclear world line, in the case
of coherent excitation process, its covariant definition is a delicate prob-
lem mainly due to the extended nature of the nuclear system. Usually, the
center-of-mass motion cannot be easily separated from the internal response
of the nuclear system. Nevertheless, we may seek a consistent and convenient
approach to overcome this problem. In the particular case where the four
momentum transfer is small compared to the incident one, it is possible to
choose a reference frame where the target nucleus is treated nonrelativisti-
cally during the whole process and the nuclear center-of-mass motion can
be separated from its intrinsic degree-of-freedom. This important property
was derived and used to describe relativistic Coulomb excitation in heavy
ion collisions [6]. In the present paper, we will make use of such properly to
define an appropriate nuclear Green function in terms of a nuclear Hamil-
tonian which includes the rest mass energy. Additionally, in what concerns
the target excitation such process will be described by transition operators,
T,(x) and Tv(x), which carry the main characteristics of the scalar and vector
interaction fields, respectively.

In order to treat incoherent processes we define an effective nucleon-
nucleus operator. Making use of the covariant analogs of the approximations
leading to Glauber's theory result, we derive an energy conserving inelastic
scattering amplitude for proton-nucleus reaction.



Relativistic Eikonal Scattering Amplitude
for Coherent Excitation

2.1 The Formal Derivation

Let us consider a scattering process involving an incident structureless
nucleon and a target nucleus interacting via the exchange of an arbitrary
number of scalar and neutral vector mesons. It is defined as one-step excita-
tion process those diagrams where the nuclear excitation takes place at one
of the vertices as illustrated in the figure (1). The scattering amplitude, in
its general form, is expressed as:

n=Om=O

where n and m stand for the number of exchanged scalar and vector mesons,
respectively. The contribution Mn<m is defined as:

l ^ 4 4 T (2)
1=1

where q = (pa — jfa) = —{Pf, — P£) is the four-momentum transferred and k}

are the four-momentum associated to the exchanged mesons. The term \J
nm

represents a matrix elements of a sum of products between propagators and
vertex operators in an appropriate order which is defined between the initial
and final states of the system. The energy-momentum i-function is employed
to eliminate one of the k-integrals, namely k,. The vertex associated to kr

is interpreted as that where the nuclear excitation takes place. Since the
nuclear excitation can occur at any N = n + TO + 1 vertices, all possibilities
are taken into account introducing the following sum:

N

AB.m = £ > r (3)

where A, is given by:



r A H * ) S ( : * ) r 5 ( í k * ) x ... x

p; + kN + ... + tr+Or^O». - *, - ... - fc-,)^-, X ... X
- ifcor.x < PlJ\Hk'N)\PiJ >< KJ\ô(Pí - *V)|J?;/ >

x ...x < /fc/|F(9-5>)in;CS > (4)

(5)

The symbol £ v stands for the sum over all distinct diagrams and fcj indicates
the exchanged momenta absorved in the nucleus world line. The ordered set
{itj.ikj,...,^} is a suitable permutation of {£i,&3,.--,fcjv} according to a
particular diagram V [1].

Let us now define the different quantities that appear in the last expres-
sion. 5(p) stands for an usual fermionic propagator, while A(&) refer to
mesonic scalar and vector fields. In our model, as was previously cited, the
incident nucleon is treated as structureless particle of mass m, so that

On the other hand, the nuclear target system should be treated in a partic-
ular reference frame where the intrinsic degree-of-freedom can be separated
from the cenler-of-mass motion. The reference frames, namely proper tar-
get system and a particular one moving with relative momentum P R , are
connected through a Lorentz transformation matrix [6]. However, neglecting
lhe target recoil kinetic energy, the Lorentz transformation matrix reduces
to the unitary matrix, as can be easily checked. Consequently, the proper
target system is identified with the usual laboratory frame where the nuclear
Green's function can be expressed as:

G{P) = '. , (7)
y/P2 - HN + It

where the nuclear Hamiltonian operator, IIN includes the nuclear rest mass
and satisfies the following relations:

. (8)



and

with e expressing the nuclear excitation energy. Finally, the nuclear vertex
operators, F(q), are defined as * Fourier transform of the scalar density
or baryonic conserved current, which are associated to the scalar or vector
interaction respectively.

In order to perform the relativistic eikonal amplitude in the nucleon world
line, it is neglected the terms K3(K = kt + k? + ...) relative to terms pK,
as well as 7**&|l in the numerator of the nucleon propagators. In this ap-
proximation the spinorial term of proton variables can be simply replaced by
C-numbers in employing the Dirac equation in the same spirit described in
Section C of the ref.[l]. Then we may establish a practical rule as follows:

rs(p'+K')-* tsri- ( 1 0 >

and

) ^ ^ ( i i )
01

where A = A' = g] when P originates from scalar mesons and A(A') = gi'-£{^)
if T is associated with vector mesons.

The energy-momentum i-function, as was previously explained, is cm-
ployed to eliminate one of the k-integrals, namely Jtr. However, since the
nuclear excitation can in fact occurs at any vertex, we must to take into
account all possibilities, which is done summing over all distinct Feynman
diagrams associated to figure (1). For this purpose, it is defined a class of
diagrams characterized by a particular set of numbers (al l / ,o l2 ' ,a21 / ,o22 / ,
•>3\ r,/?12',/?2r,/?22') according to the nature of the interaction fields and Mic
emission and absorption vertices associated to these fields (figure 2). These
numbers are defined as:
( a l l ' : the total number of scalar mesons emitted before rth vertex and ab-
sorved before aih vertex;
(Q 12' : the total number of scalar mesons emitted before rtk vertex and ab-
sorved after a'* vertex;
(o2T : the total number of scalar mesons emitted after rth vertex and ab-
sorved before »tK vertex;



(Q'221 : the total number of scalar mesons emitted after rlfc vertex and ab-
sorved after stk vertex.
There is a similar definition for ftj connected to vector mesonic field, so that
these Dumbers satisfy the following relations:

n =

m = 011' + 012* + 021' + 022*
r - l = aH' + al2' + 01l' +
n + m - (r - 1) = a21'+ a22* + 021'+ 022*
s - I =
n + m - ( ) 0 0

(12)

Let us denote the set of vertices on the nucleus world line before 4 by 111
and the set of vertices after s by 112. On the nucleon world line we denote the
set of vertices before and after rlk vertex as 113 and 114 respectively. Therefore
for a given set of numbers (all',a21',...) any other distinct diagram in this
class can be obtained by exchanging the emission and absorption vertices
of the meson lines in 111,112,113 and 114. The sum of all diagrams in such
classes may be obtained as a sum over all possible permutations in II1,112,113
and 114 independently. In this way, we obtain repeted diagrams which are
discounted introducing the following factor:

Z = {Qll'!Ql2'!o21'!o22'!/9ll'!^12'!02r!/322'!}-1. (13)

Finally, the sum over all distinct diagrams is found as a sum over different
numbers (all', . . .) which is denoted as £{C} followed by the sum over two
distinct excitation mechanisms as the 3"1 vertex,

The last expression is applied only to the product of nucleon and nucleus
propagators, Bince all other factors are invariant under permutations for a
particular class of {(?}. Then, employing the following permutation identity

1 1 1 N

_ x x x i
^ * + ** '" ^ + A3 + ... + AN



we have:

••" {

t s l

n
r 1

II - 11 11
Nn -.(16)

In order to take into account both interaction fields, we make use of the
transition operators, 2«(x) and fv(x), which are defined as:

(17)

' J
and

Then, recalling that kr = q — 23$/j &• a nd using the inverse Fourier trans-
form for the transition operators, we may verify that all k-integrals in Ar are
factorized. The result integrals can be classified into eigth different types
according to the nature of the interaction fields and the emission and ab-
sorption vertices associated to these fields. For example, integrals al 1' and
012' represented by

are given by;

exp(ifcar)
(19)



and

«***> _ . (20)

It is easy to see that there are a l l ' integrals of the type

P. r P.1

or a 12'of the type

and so on. Therefore, collecting every terms, we get:

A/n ,m =

Vf"' x V,"12' x Vf l ' x V/M']. (21)

Making use of the following identity:

H £ H (22)
{C} "•"» ni=o

\\ licre n = »M + iij and m = mi + THJ and employing the Newton's binomial
formula, the relativistic cikoual amplitude is finally obtained at the limit
ii —* oo and m —* oo. It reads

M»k{q) = Jd*j£[x) < Pi) /ItW + Ux)\Pt] GS > Vf.(x) (23)
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where V>F;(z) is the distorted final nucleon wave function,

^(X)=«/ (P: )«P[*P:*+«X(X)I (24)

The relativistic eikonal phase factor, x(x) is given as

X(x) = -ifò + S2 + S3 + S,| (25)

with 5-integrals defined by:

Sl=S{x,P,P) S2 = S(x,-P,P)

S3 = 5 ( i , p, -P) S< = 5(x, - p , - F )

and

(26)

Essentially, the rclativistic eikonal phase factor derived here presents the
similar form compared to the original one obtained in ref.(l). In the present
case, however, the nuclear factors F* and F, play a role of a cutoif in k
avoiding tlierefore the divergent character presented in the case of the
srattering of elementary particles.

2.2 Static Limit Approximation and Physics Contained in the
Eikonal Factor

Up to now, our investigation has been guied by two particular assump-
tions. The first one concerns the magnitude of the exchanged momenta
which is assumed to be sufficiently smaller than the external ones, *u thai
(2pk + it2)"1 ~ (2pJfc)-1. The second point concerns the target recoil, whkh
is neglected in our context. Despite these facts, to get a transparent solution
for M"k(q) without additional approximation is still a difficult task. There-
fore, we shall discuss a suitable approximation to study M"k(q) which allows
a physical insight of the role played by the eikonal factor.



We start assuming that the nucleon motion into the target nucleus is
nonrelativistic and the terms of order (v/c) are small compared to unit,
which can be neglected. Thus, this nonrelativistic reduction leads to

/*•>(*) ~ 6^'\k), (27)

where it is assumed that PB = Pt — P- Additionally we consider small
nuclear deformations, so that the matrix elements of the vertex function can
be expressed as:

< K\ f\m\H; f >~< ft; GS\F(k)\ /v, GS >. (28)

Indeed, this should be a good approximation when we are treating with one-
step excitation processes with small deflection of the incident projectile path
since these kind of reactions occur dominantly on the nuclear surface [7].

Collecting these approximations and following the scheme proposed in
ref.[l], the eikonal phase factor in the static limit can be well approximated
as: _,

?+ — O + V ( i - — 0]r (29)

where the static potential is given by

E exp(-fiv\x'-x\)V{£) = Jd3x'p(x')[^(±

g] cxp(-/i,|x' - x

- xI
J. (30)

Here it was used Ph = (A/,0) and Ea ~ E'a. The static potential presents
a scalar and a vector contributions where the last one is multiplied by the
Lorentz factor, ^. Such dependence provides reasonable results for processes
involving incident energies up to 200 MeV. An example may be seen in figure
(3) where it is taken an elastic scattering data for p -40 Ca [8] and the
original Walecka model [9]. Such result is similar to that obtained in the usual
definition of the central Schroedinger equivalent potential derived form the
Dirac optical model for nucleon-nucleus scattering process (10]. Then, taking
into account these approximations, the relativistic eikonal approximation
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may be rewritten as:

; GS > U(pa). (31)

Note that, if the effective interaction is dominated by the short range contri-
bution, we can expand Xst(*) 'n smalt values of x. The main consequence
of such expansion is the introduction of an effective exchanged momentum
which depends on the scalar and vector strengths. Within the energy range
E < 200 MeV, the exchange momentum is modified by about 5%. Simi-
lar consequence is observed for electron-nucleus Coulomb scattering process
where the modified momentum depends on the charge number and the nu-
clear radius [11].

Relativistic Eikonal Scattering Amplitude
for Incoherent Multiple Excitation

In this section we show how the previous covariant formulation may be used
to yield a closed for expression for the incoherent multiple scattering ampli-
tude. As a special case, we derive Glauber's result.

3.1 The Formal Derivation

Here the previous formulation is extended summing an infinite scric of
Feynman diagrams to incoherent proton-nucleus excitation. The process that
we have in mind is depicted in figure (4). Technically speaking, our model is
set up as follows:

1. the nucleus is viewed as a collection of independent nucleons;
2. each projectile-target collision is effected by means of an effective one-

body operator of the form

5<"-"> = -i(2*)46\Pa - p'a + P t - p[)M(q, s) (32)
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where
, 5) = j d*pM{p, s)â\(q + p)â(p); (33)

3. the intermediate propagations are assumed to be on the energy shell.
The total S-matriz is given by:

fc >= (2*)V(p.+A-(p:+J?)l < */MH* > (34)

where

PA1' frf""" •".
x

«fib, mi d3*,,

x < V/|5(Pa + P i l ) - p. + rf'») x 5ÍPÍ1» + p[» - pi') + pi2'»)
x ... x $(|4"» + p[n) -, pi + p f i ) | ^ > . (35)

Assuming further the motion of the target nucleon is well described within
the approximation mt/£t ~ 1, the last expression becomes:

x (4*ro)%. - it,)2 - m2] x {4*m)6[{pa - ^, - ibj)2 - m2]

x ... x (4imi)6\(pa - kt- k2- ... — itn-i)2 - "»2] x

í í 3 l 3 ) J x ... x [-iM(kn,s)}: |0, > (36)

where we have introduced the normal product [: :] in order to avoid more
than one collision with the same nucleon. Operationally,

J a) (37)

and so on. It is important to note at this point that the consequence of such
approximation reflects the commutation between differents M(k,s).

We can now introduce the eikonal approximation in the arguments of the
A-functions

(Po - Kf - m3 s* -2paK, , (38)
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and the product of the i-functions can then be simplified according to

6(pÁ)Hp*(kn + *n+i)) = ó(p.*n)á(p.(*n+,)). (39)

Then, we get:

M«k - 1 (2,)» X " * (2»)3

(2*)36(qi - £ f t X ifofc,) X ... X i(fttn-l) X
1 = 1

(40)

Now, using the identity

[2ir)36(qi — J^ ki) = / <Pxexp[i(qí — J^t .J .x ] (41 )

w<> have:

^l?k — I d3xexp\iqt.x } < i>/\ '• F[i)\V(x)\n~l : |V't >, (42)

wIltTC

(4.))

3.2 Glauber's Theory as a Limiting Case

It is now a simple matter to obtain Glauber's multiple scattering formula
from the above results, without having to neglect energy conservation. Tlir
form of the operator M is this case is the following:

M(x) = $>xp[-,-£(x - (,)]M(k) (4-1)
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where £, refers to the position of the s nucleon in the target center of mass.
We get for f ( Í ) ,

/

/fik *

- é ) (45)

with

(46)

In Glauber's theory one further assumes that

pa.k = - p . k and

leading precisely to the Glauber's result, namely

(47)

with ,̂ = (s*,, 2,j and 6 as the incident nucleon coordinate. Furthermore F(i)
tan be expressed in terms of M(k). In particular, if A/(Jt,.s) ~ A/(itj.), we
obtain:

F ( f " & = ~ m ^ r ( 6 " í ) í ( 2 " 2i) ( 4 8 )

and

•I •> «»

-6 2 ) ]x . . .x | -r ( í -u) j |^,> (49)

The total S-matrix is then given by:

5 = (2^)V(ç.-ç»)5i jd3bexp\iqj) < V/IU-ELll -^(ò-í,)]^. >, (50)
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and the cross section is reads as

-J*h = • * | / ^fcexpfiçx^íj < V'cslll — H | l — r.JlV'Gs > |a (51)

for elastic case and

for inelastic case, with

'l,.-,5n|V'GS>|2. (53)

4 Concluding Remarks

This work mainly concerned with the general structure of the H1DA in co
herent and incoherent proton-nucleus scattering. We showed how one can
generalize the work in ref.(l] to treat such reactions, and analyze the phyv
ical ingredients which appears in the treatment of coherent and incoherent
excitations. The effective interaction between the incident projectile and the
target nuclei was described by a scalar and a massive neutral vector fields.
These fields have been chosen since they support most of the general features
of the nucleon-nucleon interaction. The relativistic eikonal amplitude derived
in section 2 has a quite similar form to that obtained from the standard many-
body eikonal approximation. In the static limit, it was followed the original
scheme proposed in ref.(l], improving however further assumptions concern-
ing the target nucleus, as for example, small nuclear deformations. Similarly
to the nonrelativistic equivalent potential based on the Dirac optical model,
our result reflects an energy dependence in the folded nuclear potential, what
indicates that relativistic structures still survives even in the static limit. The
contributions of the elastic scattering mesons were estimated to be small and
the eikonal phase factor could be regarded within a perturbative fashion.
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Finally, the formalism was extended to include incoherent proton-nucleus
excitation processes, where the nucleus is analysed as a collection of indepen-
dent nucleons. Here it was derived the Glauber's multiple scattering formula
without have neglected the energy conservation. The results presently ob-
tained have been used to analyze recent experiment from BNL which involves
both types of processes and where the energy conservation plays an important
role. They shall be present in forthcoming publication [12].

We would like to thanks Prof. T.Kodama for enlightening discussions dur-
ing the development of the present work. The authors are partially supported
by CNPq - Conselho Nacional de Pesquisa e Desenvolvimento Tecnológico,
Brasil.
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Figure Captions
*

1. Typical exchange-type Feynman diagram of the one step excitation pro-
cess. The scalar mesons arc represented by crossed lines.

2. Genera] scheme for a suitable class {C} from general Feynman diagrams

3. The solid line represents the nonrelativistic limit for the potential dis-
cussed in the text. The experimental data have been extracted from
ref.[8)

4. Typical exchange-type Feynman diagram for incoherent multiple excita-
tion process.where p*1* = p0 - fci;p£2) = p« - (kt + k3),
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